TUBELESS TIRE VALVE STEM - 9-SPOKE WHEELS

This Service Bulletin concerns replacement valve stems for 9-spoke cast wheels.

See Figure 1. When replacing valve stems on any vehicle with 9-spoke cast wheels, including those installed as part of the 062 recall program, the bolt-in style valve stem must be used.

WARNING

Use of the rubber automotive style valve stem in 9-spoke cast wheels could cause air loss and adversely affect handling.

NOTE

1987 and later FLT Model motorcycles continue to use the automotive style valve stem for front and rear applications except for wire spoke wheels.

Refer to TIRES Section in the appropriate Service Manual for replacement procedures.

NOTE

FXR/XLH Models front and rear tire rims use different size valves.

Part Numbers:

FXR/XLH Models
Front rim (9-spoke) ........................................ 43150-83
Rear rim (9-spoke) ........................................ 43157-83A
Rear rim (Disc) ............................................ 43157-83A

FLT Models
Both ............................................................ 40999-87